1. Place cushion cover on the cushion and align edges.

2. Push flap and straps on back end of cover between backrest and cushion. Pull the straps towards the front.

3. Insert straps into outer two buckles through back slot first then front slot. Pull straps downwards to tighten.

4. Pull chord end (closest to door) through the space between backrest and seat cushion. Pull opposing end around the side to the back of seat.

Pull loop from front to back between the backrest and cushion.
5. Connect both ends of the chord with an "S" hook, and then tuck the chords under the bottom ridge of the backrest.

6. Push downwards using your fingers to tuck the edge of the seat cover along the sides by pushing them behind the plastic trim.

Tip: Tuck away the cushion cover straps so that you will not confuse them later with the backrest cover straps.
WITH BIB
The bib is fabric blocking anything from passing through between the backrest and the cushion to the back.

STEPS 2 & 3

NO BIB
If your hand can pass through the space between the backrest and the cushion, there is no bib.

STEP 4

WITH BIB
PULL BACKREST COVER OVER BACKREST OF SEAT AND PUSH STRAPS BETWEEN BACKREST AND CUSHION. THEN PULL STRAPS TOWARDS FRONT FROM UNDERNEATH SEAT.

STEP 2

1.
REMOVE THE HEADREST BY PUSHING THE BUTTON. IF THERE IS A PINHOLE INSTEAD OF A BUTTON, INSERT THE LONGER, STRAIGHT END OF AN "S" CLIP INTO THE PINHOLES OF THE BRACKET.
3. With Bib
Insert backrest straps into the inner buckles and pull them down to tighten. Push downwards on the front of the cover while tightening.

4. No Bib
Smooth out wrinkles while pulling bottom velcro tab before sticking the velcro tabs together.

5. Use your finger / ruler, or any suitable item, and pump the armrest up and down while pushing the velcro tabs into the arm rest creases as shown (left).
(ARMREST)

With the armrest at a slight angle, align the cover and place it over the tip of the armrest. Tilt the armrest upright and pull the cover downwards then towards the inside of the armrest elbow joint.

(HEADREST)

On the top of the backrest cover, mark with a pen an “X” over each headrest post. Remove the cover before cutting with either scissors or a box cutter knife.

NOTE: The cut material will not run. We will replace any mis-cuts.

ARMREST & HEADREST COVERS
REAR SEAT COVER INSTALL

BENCH SEATS
1. FOR TRUCKS: Remove the headrests by inserting the longer, straight end of an "L" clip into the pinholes of the bracket.

2. AFTER YOU'VE REMOVED THE HEADRESTS, PLACE THE BACKREST COVER OVER THE SEAT AND INSERT THE STRAPS INTO THEIR CORRESPONDING BUCKLES.

3. DURING CUSHION COVER INSTALLATION, FLIP THE SEAT UP WHILE TUCKING THE VELCRO FLAP.

4. FOR CARS: Remove the headrests by inserting the longer, straight end of an "L" clip into the pinholes of the headrest bracket. (See step 1 of "For Trucks" for visual reference.)


6. FOR BOLSTER COVERS, REMOVE BOLSTERS BY FIRST UNSCREWING THE BOLT AT THE BOTTOM OF THE BOLSTER FRAME.

3. THE BACKRESTS RETRACT WHILE INSTALLING THE BACKREST COVER AND USE HANDS TO SNAP. ANY WRENCHING IN THE FRONT VIEW, A DOWNWARD PUSHING MOTION BEFORE ATTACHING VELCRO FLAPS IN THE BACK OF THE COVER TOGETHER.